Team Assignment – Capstone Projects Course
Managing Real-World Projects in Capstone Computing Courses

In project-oriented university graduate-level courses like ours, student teams develop real-world computer information systems for actual customers.  By working on real-world systems with actual customers the students learn the appropriate skills – both technical and soft skills – for filling meaningful roles in the professional IT workplace.

Your team task is to write a 5-8 page paper that reviews the related literature on university capstone courses (senior undergraduate and graduate) that undertake real-world computing projects.  You should begin by reviewing the literature (books, journals, etc.) and the material posted on the Syllabus page for week 2.  Then search university websites to see how other capstone computing project courses are managed.  

Focus on a related subset of about five of the following project management issues:

	What are the management and other issues, such as subgroup dynamics, with globally dispersed team members? Differentiate between “dispersed” and “distributed” teams.
	Do the teams or the customer, or both together, determine the work schedule of team deliverables?
	Are the projects one-semester or two-semester projects?
	What is the nature the projects?  For example, are they primarily programming, database, web design, etc.?
	How are projects and project customers determined?
	How are the projects sized and structured?

What initial project information is presented to the students and how is it presented?
	How are project teams formed and teams assigned to projects?
	What project development environment is provided (software packages, servers, communication)?
	How is the project development process managed?  Are there team leaders and, if so, what role do they play?  What is the role of the course instructor in the management of the work?
	What are the project deliverables and how do they vary among the university capstone courses?
How are the teams and individuals within teams evaluated and grades determined?  Are peer evaluations used and, if so, how are they designed and administered?
	How are problems/disputes among team members handled?  These issues could be work related (how to do the job) or non-work related (such as personality conflicts).
	What are the problems and how are they handled when students are distributed around the country or even in different countries, such as for online courses.  (Industry clearly manages software development in globally distributed teams.)
	What are the pros and cons of conducting real-world projects in university courses?
	To pique the interest of students in "teamwork dexterity," our Pace University capstone course compares project teamwork with group activities on TV reality game shows such as Survivor and The Apprentice.  Are we unique or do other university capstone courses do this? Can you improve on our presentation of this comparison?

Ideally, you should include tables in your paper.  For example, you could include a table of how teams are formed (see below), and discuss the pros and cons of the various methods.

Method
UnivA
UnivB
UnivC
UnivD
UnivE
UnivF
Totals
Instructor – chooses students randomly
X





1
Instructor – using student abilities and other information

X




1
Students – choose team members



X
X

2
Hybrid approach – students provide project choices and instructor forms project teams based on student choices, abilities, and other information





X
1
Other methods


X



1


